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fierce seductive mermaid syrenka falls in love with ezra a young naturalist when she abandons her life underwater for a chance at happiness on land she is unaware that
this decision comes with horrific and deadly consequences almost one hundred forty years later seventeen year old hester meets a mysterious stranger named ezra and
feels overwhelmingly inexplicably drawn to him for generations love has resulted in death for the women in her family is it an undiagnosed genetic defect or a curse with
ezra s help hester investigates her family s strange sad history the answers she seeks are waiting in the graveyard the crypt and at the bottom of the ocean but powerful
forces will do anything to keep her from uncovering her connection to syrenka and to the tragedy of so long ago support current educational initiatives with a ready to
use tool that will help you with selection motivation and skill building relative to titles published within the last five years new demands by common core and other
national and state standards mean teachers and librarians need support in pairing high interest content with skill building that speaks to those standards this hands on
research based resource will help covering 100 titles it guides you to topics themes values and activities that meet national and state standards the book s
organization by genres topics and themes will enable librarians to serve customers with specific requests and help teachers build thematic units focusing on recent young
adult fiction and nonfiction 2010 2014 the guide offers a succinct plot summary links to popular themes and genres indication of reading levels and an engaging booktalk
for each title it also includes guidelines for further promoting each book and extending knowledge through discussion the author a former middle and high school teacher
demonstrates how you can foster close reading through paraphrasing comparison and response and explains how to strengthen critical thinking among teens lists of
related titles and notes on gender appeal can be used for readers advisory learn how to improve teen services in public libraries by better understanding teen development
and having positive interactions with teens to provide appropriate and interesting collections and services a library can be a tremendous resource for teens one that
helps them to learn about themselves and the world they live in but teenagers are intrinsically different from children and from adults and these critical developmental
differences affect the ways they interact with others both in the world at large and in the library serving teens effectively in the library requires a basic understanding
of who teens are and the developmental tasks they face factors that affect all aspects of library service from the specific programs and services we offer to the ways
that staff provide assistance to the teen who is seeking help at a library service desk this book enables library workers to better understand adolescent development
which allows them to provide a positive library experience for teens readers will learn how to supply excellent library services with and for teens including in the areas
of collection development readers advisory reference and homework help programming and advocacy the book identifies the best ways to have positive interactions with
teens in the library based on their mental development and details best practices for teen services the concluding section discusses advocating for teens with emphasis on
their right to privacy and equal access to materials and services from the falmouth historical society collection cited as the only extant firsthand record of a mermaid
encounter in new england waters this deathbed letter from a great grandfather to his great grandson is more likely an instructive fiction a parable of regret supposedly
corroborating the mermaid story a ship s log in the collections of the provincetown historical museum of the schooner hannah which plucked mr stanton from south
weepecket in 1788 indicates that the crew saw two figures on the island prior to his rescue but failed to locate a second victim however regarding accuracy and
reliability this is the same crew under captain john merriweather that reported sightings of a ghost ship and not one but two sea monsters james s rucker archivist family
collections falmouth historical society 1924 at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied from homer s
odyssey to pirates of the caribbean mermaids have fascinated popular culture for centuries among the mermaids is an enchanting collection of classic stories facts and
tales of mermaids from around the world that will thrill every lover of this romanticized mythological creature compiled by book of the bizarre author and magical
creature devotee varla ventura among the mermaids includes turn of the century tales of merfolk from bret harte t crofton croker and w b yeats along with tantalizing
trivia facts first hand accounts and speculations about mermaids in popular culture some facts about the fluid and the fair from the book many people believe today
that early explorer sightings of mermaids were manatees scurvy many days away from your lady a blubbery creature looking supple and bodacious blackbeard the fierce
and terrible pirate was afraid of his crew being lured into a watery grave by mermaids so he ordered his ships to avoid certain areas reputed to have a high number of
mermaid sightings since 2009 the town of kiryat yam israel has offered a prize of 1 million dollars to anyone who can prove the mermaid off their coast is real the prize
remains unclaimed based on proven theory and real life experience this guidebook provides a one stop resource for educators librarians and storytellers looking to
introduce storytelling programs for young adults storytelling is often associated with storytime and library services to young children but effective storytelling
speaks to all ages including teens engaging teens with story how to inspire and educate youth with storytelling offers an in depth look at storytelling for young
adults that explains the benefits of storytelling with this audience what current practices are and storytelling opportunities to explore with youth it provides a
unique source of expert guidance that youth services librarians professional storytellers and middle and high school teachers will appreciate readers will learn how to
find stories for teens apply proven techniques for successful telling of tales to teens use traditional literature as a basis for creative writing and establish a teen
storytelling club or troupe the guide also covers how teens can create their own stories with digital media the connections between traditional folk and fairy tales and
today s film television books and online media and how storytelling can be successfully used with at risk youth we no longer ascribe the term mermaid to those we deem
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sexually or economically threatening we do not ubiquitously use the mermaid s image in political propaganda or feature her within our houses of worship perhaps most
notably we do not entertain the possibility of the mermaid s existence this author tara pedersen argues makes it difficult for contemporary scholars to consider the
mermaid as a figure who wields much social significance during the early modern period however this was not the case and pedersen illustrates the complicated category
distinctions that the mermaid inhabits and challenges in 16th and 17th century england addressing epistemological questions about embodiment and perception this study
furthers research about early modern theatrical culture by focusing on under theorized and seldom acknowledged representations of mermaids in english locations and
texts while individuals in early modern england were under pressure to conform to seemingly monolithic ideals about the natural order there were also significant
challenges to this order pedersen uses the figure of the mermaid to rethink some of these challenges for the mermaid often appears in surprising places she is situated at the
nexus of historically specific debates about gender sexuality religion the marketplace the new science and the culture of curiosity and travel although these topics of
inquiry are not new pedersen argues that the mermaid provides a new lens through which to look at these subjects and also helps scholars think about the present moment
methodologies of reading and many category distinctions that are important to contemporary scholarly debates you ve just boarded a plane you ve loaded your phone
with your favorite podcasts but before you can pop in your earbuds disaster strikes the guy in the next seat starts telling you all about something crazy that happened
to him in great detail this is the unwelcome storyteller trying to convince a reluctant audience to care about his story we all hate that guy right but when you tell a
story any kind of story a novel a memoir a screenplay a stage play a comic or even a cover letter you become the unwelcome storyteller so how can you write a story
that audiences will embrace the answer is simple remember what it feels like to be that jaded audience tell the story that would win you over even if you didn t want to
hear it the secrets of story provides comprehensive audience focused strategies for becoming a master storyteller armed with the ultimate story checklist you can
improve every aspect of your fiction writing with incisive questions like these concept is the one sentence description of your story uniquely appealing character can
your audience identify with your hero structure and plot is your story ruled by human nature scene work does each scene advance the plot and reveal character through
emotional reactions dialogue is your characters dialogue infused with distinct personality traits and speech patterns based on their lives and backgrounds tone are you
subtly setting resetting and upsetting expectations theme are you using multiple ironies throughout the story to create meaning to succeed in the world of fiction and
film you have to work on every aspect of your craft and satisfy your audience do both and so much more with the secrets of story divided by day and night and on the
run from authorities star crossed young lovers unearth a sinister conspiracy in this compelling romantic thriller seventeen year old soleil le coeur is a smudge a night
dweller prohibited by law from going out during the day when she fakes an injury in order to get access to and kidnap her newborn niece a day dweller or ray she sets in
motion a fast paced adventure that will bring her into conflict with the powerful lawmakers who order her world and draw her together with the boy she was destined
to fall in love with but who is also a ray set in a vivid alternate reality and peopled with complex deeply human characters on both sides of the day night divide
elizabeth fama s plus one is a brilliantly imagined drama of individual liberty and civil rights and a fast paced romantic adventure story ��������������������� ��
������������������������������ ���������� ����������������� ���������������� ���������� ���������������� ���������������
���� ����������� �������������������� ������� teen genreflecting serves as a guide to contemporary teen fiction encompassing every genre and format
including graphic novels scrapbook formatted books verse novels historical fiction speculative fiction contemporary realistic fiction and more teen literature is one of
the most popular and quickly growing segments of the publishing world not only are teens continuing to read for pleasure but many adults have discovered the joys of
teen literature as part of the genreflecting advisory series teen genreflecting provides librarians with a road map to the vibrant and diverse body of literature focusing
on recent fiction for teens organizing and describing some 1 300 titles most published within the past ten years along with perennial classics the authors indicate where
each title fits in the genre scheme its subject matter format and general reading level and any pertinent awards they also provide advice on readers advisory services to
teens descriptions of genres and subgenres and lists of favorites for each genre as with previous editions this guide will prove invaluable to librarians building their teen
collections and will help them assist teens in finding the books they love no matter what genre in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends european religious drama adapted for an aztec audience this is a classic standard
resource for collection building and on the spot readers advisory absolutely indispensable for school and public libraries to which is prefixed a concise history of english
and american short horns compiled from the best authorities �������������������� ���� ��� ���� ���� ������ ���� ������������� ��� ��������� �
���������������� ���������� ������� ��������������������� ��������� ����������� ��� ����� ���� �������4����� ����� ��������
���� ��������17��� the essays in this book traverse two centuries of queens and their afterlives historical mythological and literary they speak of the significant
and subtle ways that queens leave their mark on the culture they inhabit focusing on gender marriage national identity diplomacy and representations of queens in
literature elizabeth i looms large in this volume but the interrogation of queenship extends from elizabeth s historical counterparts such as anne boleyn and catherine de
medici to her fictional echoes in the pages of john lyly edmund spenser william shakespeare mary wroth john milton and margaret cavendish celebrating and building on the
renowned scholarship of carole levin queens matter in early modern studies exemplifies a range of innovative approaches to examining women and power in the early modern
period considering the presence and influence of educated women of letters in spain and new spain this study looks at the life and work of early modern women who
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advocated by word or example for the education of women the subjects of the book include not only such familiar figures as sor juana and santa teresa de jes�s but also
of less well known women of their time the author uses primary documents published works artwork and critical sources drawn from history literature theatre
philosophy women s studies education and science her analysis juxtaposes theories espoused by men and women of the period concerning the aptitude and appropriateness of
educating women with the actual practices to be found in convents schools court theaters and homes what emerges is a fuller picture of women s learning in the early
modern period the interest in mexican hieronimite nun sor juana ines de la cruz 1648 1695 is reaching extraordinary new levels she has been the subject of plays a feature
film scholarly conferences books and articles nobel laureate poet octavio paz has called her one of the great poets of the spanish language and considers her response
to sor philotea de la cruz to be the first intellectual autobiography in the hispanic world at her death in 1695 sor juana was an internationally known poet dramatist
and religious writer today she is still considered an exceptional lyric poet and one of the great writers of spain s siglo de oro its golden age of drama included here are
religious songs and devotional poetry sor juana s sacramental drama and preface play divine narcissus two devotional works first english translation devotional
exercises for the feast of the incarnation and offerings for the sorrows of our lady a theological disputation critique of a sermon athenagoric letter and her
autobiographical response to sor philotea de la cruz sor juana ines de la cruz selected religious works in the classics of western spirituality series is essential reading
for those interested in great literary figures religious studies and women s history inspired by the current public fascination with single women single lives traces the
relationship between modern and contemporary representations of single women the original essays collected here analyze a broad range of texts that examine the ways
films cookbooks archives popular literature and other british and american texts express norms ideals and challenges for single women and their relationship to dominant
ideals of marriage and the family this volume looks backwards to constellate existing scholarship constituent fields and unrecognized single voices and forward to
consider new methods for interdisciplinary singles studies ��������������� ������������ ������������������������������ ��� ��������� ������
�������� ������������������������������� major study of the literary treatment of rumour and renown across the canon of authors from homer to
alexander pope including readings in historiographical and dramatic texts and authors such as petrarch chaucer spenser shakespeare and milton of interest to students of
classical and comparative literature and of reception studies spaces for feeling explores how english and scottish people experienced sociabilities and socialities from
1650 to 1850 and investigates their operation through emotional practices and particular spaces the collection highlights the forms practices and memberships of these
varied spaces for feeling in this two hundred year period and charts the shifting conceptualisations of emotions that underpinned them the authors employ historical
literary and visual history approaches to analyse a series of literary and art works emerging forms of print media such as pamphlet propaganda newspapers and
periodicals and familial and personal sources such as letters in order to tease out how particular communities were shaped and cohered through distinct emotional
practices in specific spaces of feeling this collection studies the function of emotions in group formations in britain during a period that has attracted widespread
scholarly interest in the creation and meaning of sociabilities in particular from clubs and societies to families and households essays here examine how emotional
practices could sustain particular associations create new social communities and disrupt the capacity of a specific cohort to operate successfully this timely
collection will be essential reading for students and scholars of the history of emotions ������� ���������������� ���������������� ��������������
��25� ������������������� ���100���� ������� ������������ ����������������� ��������������������������� �������� ��������
�� ������ ������������� ��������� ��������������������� ����� ������������ ������� ��������������� ������� ��������� ���� ��
��������� ���������������������� �������� mary queen of scots 1542 1587 was active as monarch of scotland for just six years between 1561 and
1567 but her impact as a ruler in scotland is much less important than her subsequent role in popular culture and imagination her story has enjoyed perpetual retelling
and reached a global audience over the past four and a half centuries this collection surveys the exceptionally varied range of objects literature art and media that
have been produced to commemorate mary between her own time and the present day why is her story so enduring pervasive and of such interest to so many different
audiences how have the narratives associated with these objects evolved in response to shifting cultural attitudes the collection offers a much needed novel perspective
on the queen of scots using an approach at the intersection of early modern gender and cultural history museum and heritage studies and memory studies 1665� ����� �
���������� ����������������� ���������������������������� �������������������� ������������ ������������ ������� ������ �
���� �������������� ��������������� ������������� ������������
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Monstrous Beauty 2012-09-04

fierce seductive mermaid syrenka falls in love with ezra a young naturalist when she abandons her life underwater for a chance at happiness on land she is unaware that
this decision comes with horrific and deadly consequences almost one hundred forty years later seventeen year old hester meets a mysterious stranger named ezra and
feels overwhelmingly inexplicably drawn to him for generations love has resulted in death for the women in her family is it an undiagnosed genetic defect or a curse with
ezra s help hester investigates her family s strange sad history the answers she seeks are waiting in the graveyard the crypt and at the bottom of the ocean but powerful
forces will do anything to keep her from uncovering her connection to syrenka and to the tragedy of so long ago

Promoting Great Reads to Improve Teen Reading 2015-02-12

support current educational initiatives with a ready to use tool that will help you with selection motivation and skill building relative to titles published within the
last five years new demands by common core and other national and state standards mean teachers and librarians need support in pairing high interest content with skill
building that speaks to those standards this hands on research based resource will help covering 100 titles it guides you to topics themes values and activities that
meet national and state standards the book s organization by genres topics and themes will enable librarians to serve customers with specific requests and help teachers
build thematic units focusing on recent young adult fiction and nonfiction 2010 2014 the guide offers a succinct plot summary links to popular themes and genres
indication of reading levels and an engaging booktalk for each title it also includes guidelines for further promoting each book and extending knowledge through
discussion the author a former middle and high school teacher demonstrates how you can foster close reading through paraphrasing comparison and response and explains
how to strengthen critical thinking among teens lists of related titles and notes on gender appeal can be used for readers advisory

Crash Course in Young Adult Services 2017-10-10

learn how to improve teen services in public libraries by better understanding teen development and having positive interactions with teens to provide appropriate and
interesting collections and services a library can be a tremendous resource for teens one that helps them to learn about themselves and the world they live in but
teenagers are intrinsically different from children and from adults and these critical developmental differences affect the ways they interact with others both in the
world at large and in the library serving teens effectively in the library requires a basic understanding of who teens are and the developmental tasks they face factors
that affect all aspects of library service from the specific programs and services we offer to the ways that staff provide assistance to the teen who is seeking help at a
library service desk this book enables library workers to better understand adolescent development which allows them to provide a positive library experience for teens
readers will learn how to supply excellent library services with and for teens including in the areas of collection development readers advisory reference and homework
help programming and advocacy the book identifies the best ways to have positive interactions with teens in the library based on their mental development and details best
practices for teen services the concluding section discusses advocating for teens with emphasis on their right to privacy and equal access to materials and services

Men Who Wish to Drown 2012-08-28

from the falmouth historical society collection cited as the only extant firsthand record of a mermaid encounter in new england waters this deathbed letter from a great
grandfather to his great grandson is more likely an instructive fiction a parable of regret supposedly corroborating the mermaid story a ship s log in the collections of
the provincetown historical museum of the schooner hannah which plucked mr stanton from south weepecket in 1788 indicates that the crew saw two figures on the
island prior to his rescue but failed to locate a second victim however regarding accuracy and reliability this is the same crew under captain john merriweather that
reported sightings of a ghost ship and not one but two sea monsters james s rucker archivist family collections falmouth historical society 1924 at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
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Among the Mermaids 2013-07-01

from homer s odyssey to pirates of the caribbean mermaids have fascinated popular culture for centuries among the mermaids is an enchanting collection of classic stories
facts and tales of mermaids from around the world that will thrill every lover of this romanticized mythological creature compiled by book of the bizarre author and
magical creature devotee varla ventura among the mermaids includes turn of the century tales of merfolk from bret harte t crofton croker and w b yeats along with
tantalizing trivia facts first hand accounts and speculations about mermaids in popular culture some facts about the fluid and the fair from the book many people
believe today that early explorer sightings of mermaids were manatees scurvy many days away from your lady a blubbery creature looking supple and bodacious
blackbeard the fierce and terrible pirate was afraid of his crew being lured into a watery grave by mermaids so he ordered his ships to avoid certain areas reputed to have
a high number of mermaid sightings since 2009 the town of kiryat yam israel has offered a prize of 1 million dollars to anyone who can prove the mermaid off their coast is
real the prize remains unclaimed

Engaging Teens with Story 2017-06-28

based on proven theory and real life experience this guidebook provides a one stop resource for educators librarians and storytellers looking to introduce storytelling
programs for young adults storytelling is often associated with storytime and library services to young children but effective storytelling speaks to all ages
including teens engaging teens with story how to inspire and educate youth with storytelling offers an in depth look at storytelling for young adults that explains the
benefits of storytelling with this audience what current practices are and storytelling opportunities to explore with youth it provides a unique source of expert
guidance that youth services librarians professional storytellers and middle and high school teachers will appreciate readers will learn how to find stories for teens
apply proven techniques for successful telling of tales to teens use traditional literature as a basis for creative writing and establish a teen storytelling club or
troupe the guide also covers how teens can create their own stories with digital media the connections between traditional folk and fairy tales and today s film
television books and online media and how storytelling can be successfully used with at risk youth

Mermaids and the Production of Knowledge in Early Modern England 2016-04-22

we no longer ascribe the term mermaid to those we deem sexually or economically threatening we do not ubiquitously use the mermaid s image in political propaganda or
feature her within our houses of worship perhaps most notably we do not entertain the possibility of the mermaid s existence this author tara pedersen argues makes it
difficult for contemporary scholars to consider the mermaid as a figure who wields much social significance during the early modern period however this was not the case
and pedersen illustrates the complicated category distinctions that the mermaid inhabits and challenges in 16th and 17th century england addressing epistemological
questions about embodiment and perception this study furthers research about early modern theatrical culture by focusing on under theorized and seldom acknowledged
representations of mermaids in english locations and texts while individuals in early modern england were under pressure to conform to seemingly monolithic ideals about
the natural order there were also significant challenges to this order pedersen uses the figure of the mermaid to rethink some of these challenges for the mermaid often
appears in surprising places she is situated at the nexus of historically specific debates about gender sexuality religion the marketplace the new science and the culture of
curiosity and travel although these topics of inquiry are not new pedersen argues that the mermaid provides a new lens through which to look at these subjects and also
helps scholars think about the present moment methodologies of reading and many category distinctions that are important to contemporary scholarly debates

The Secrets of Story 2016-11-01

you ve just boarded a plane you ve loaded your phone with your favorite podcasts but before you can pop in your earbuds disaster strikes the guy in the next seat
starts telling you all about something crazy that happened to him in great detail this is the unwelcome storyteller trying to convince a reluctant audience to care
about his story we all hate that guy right but when you tell a story any kind of story a novel a memoir a screenplay a stage play a comic or even a cover letter you
become the unwelcome storyteller so how can you write a story that audiences will embrace the answer is simple remember what it feels like to be that jaded audience tell
the story that would win you over even if you didn t want to hear it the secrets of story provides comprehensive audience focused strategies for becoming a master
storyteller armed with the ultimate story checklist you can improve every aspect of your fiction writing with incisive questions like these concept is the one sentence
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description of your story uniquely appealing character can your audience identify with your hero structure and plot is your story ruled by human nature scene work
does each scene advance the plot and reveal character through emotional reactions dialogue is your characters dialogue infused with distinct personality traits and
speech patterns based on their lives and backgrounds tone are you subtly setting resetting and upsetting expectations theme are you using multiple ironies throughout
the story to create meaning to succeed in the world of fiction and film you have to work on every aspect of your craft and satisfy your audience do both and so much
more with the secrets of story

Plus One 2014-04-08

divided by day and night and on the run from authorities star crossed young lovers unearth a sinister conspiracy in this compelling romantic thriller seventeen year old
soleil le coeur is a smudge a night dweller prohibited by law from going out during the day when she fakes an injury in order to get access to and kidnap her newborn niece a
day dweller or ray she sets in motion a fast paced adventure that will bring her into conflict with the powerful lawmakers who order her world and draw her together
with the boy she was destined to fall in love with but who is also a ray set in a vivid alternate reality and peopled with complex deeply human characters on both sides
of the day night divide elizabeth fama s plus one is a brilliantly imagined drama of individual liberty and civil rights and a fast paced romantic adventure story

������ 2012-01

��������������������� �������������������������������� ���������� ����������������� ���������������� ���������� ��������
�������� ������������������� ����������� �������������������� �������

Teen Genreflecting 2020-09-08

teen genreflecting serves as a guide to contemporary teen fiction encompassing every genre and format including graphic novels scrapbook formatted books verse novels
historical fiction speculative fiction contemporary realistic fiction and more teen literature is one of the most popular and quickly growing segments of the publishing
world not only are teens continuing to read for pleasure but many adults have discovered the joys of teen literature as part of the genreflecting advisory series teen
genreflecting provides librarians with a road map to the vibrant and diverse body of literature focusing on recent fiction for teens organizing and describing some 1 300
titles most published within the past ten years along with perennial classics the authors indicate where each title fits in the genre scheme its subject matter format and
general reading level and any pertinent awards they also provide advice on readers advisory services to teens descriptions of genres and subgenres and lists of favorites
for each genre as with previous editions this guide will prove invaluable to librarians building their teen collections and will help them assist teens in finding the books
they love no matter what genre

Billboard 2005-09-10

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Nahuatl Theater 2004

european religious drama adapted for an aztec audience

Best Books for Young Adults 2007-08-13

this is a classic standard resource for collection building and on the spot readers advisory absolutely indispensable for school and public libraries
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A Comprehensive Guide to Cosmetic Sources 1993

to which is prefixed a concise history of english and american short horns compiled from the best authorities

The American Short-horn Herd Book ... 1880

�������������������� ���� ��� ���� ���� ������ ���� ������������� ��� ��������� ����������������� ���������� ������� �������
�������������� ��������� �����������

The American Shorthorn Herd Book 1880

��� ����� ���� �������4����� ����� ������������ ��������17���

The American Herd Book 1880

the essays in this book traverse two centuries of queens and their afterlives historical mythological and literary they speak of the significant and subtle ways that
queens leave their mark on the culture they inhabit focusing on gender marriage national identity diplomacy and representations of queens in literature elizabeth i looms
large in this volume but the interrogation of queenship extends from elizabeth s historical counterparts such as anne boleyn and catherine de medici to her fictional echoes
in the pages of john lyly edmund spenser william shakespeare mary wroth john milton and margaret cavendish celebrating and building on the renowned scholarship of carole
levin queens matter in early modern studies exemplifies a range of innovative approaches to examining women and power in the early modern period

���������������� 2018-04

considering the presence and influence of educated women of letters in spain and new spain this study looks at the life and work of early modern women who advocated by
word or example for the education of women the subjects of the book include not only such familiar figures as sor juana and santa teresa de jes�s but also of less well
known women of their time the author uses primary documents published works artwork and critical sources drawn from history literature theatre philosophy women s
studies education and science her analysis juxtaposes theories espoused by men and women of the period concerning the aptitude and appropriateness of educating women
with the actual practices to be found in convents schools court theaters and homes what emerges is a fuller picture of women s learning in the early modern period

����� 2018-06

the interest in mexican hieronimite nun sor juana ines de la cruz 1648 1695 is reaching extraordinary new levels she has been the subject of plays a feature film scholarly
conferences books and articles nobel laureate poet octavio paz has called her one of the great poets of the spanish language and considers her response to sor philotea
de la cruz to be the first intellectual autobiography in the hispanic world at her death in 1695 sor juana was an internationally known poet dramatist and religious
writer today she is still considered an exceptional lyric poet and one of the great writers of spain s siglo de oro its golden age of drama included here are religious songs
and devotional poetry sor juana s sacramental drama and preface play divine narcissus two devotional works first english translation devotional exercises for the
feast of the incarnation and offerings for the sorrows of our lady a theological disputation critique of a sermon athenagoric letter and her autobiographical response
to sor philotea de la cruz sor juana ines de la cruz selected religious works in the classics of western spirituality series is essential reading for those interested in great
literary figures religious studies and women s history
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Herd Register 1893

inspired by the current public fascination with single women single lives traces the relationship between modern and contemporary representations of single women the
original essays collected here analyze a broad range of texts that examine the ways films cookbooks archives popular literature and other british and american texts
express norms ideals and challenges for single women and their relationship to dominant ideals of marriage and the family this volume looks backwards to constellate
existing scholarship constituent fields and unrecognized single voices and forward to consider new methods for interdisciplinary singles studies

The Quarterly 1964
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Queens Matter in Early Modern Studies 2017-11-08

major study of the literary treatment of rumour and renown across the canon of authors from homer to alexander pope including readings in historiographical and
dramatic texts and authors such as petrarch chaucer spenser shakespeare and milton of interest to students of classical and comparative literature and of reception
studies

American Herd Book 1921

spaces for feeling explores how english and scottish people experienced sociabilities and socialities from 1650 to 1850 and investigates their operation through
emotional practices and particular spaces the collection highlights the forms practices and memberships of these varied spaces for feeling in this two hundred year period
and charts the shifting conceptualisations of emotions that underpinned them the authors employ historical literary and visual history approaches to analyse a series
of literary and art works emerging forms of print media such as pamphlet propaganda newspapers and periodicals and familial and personal sources such as letters in
order to tease out how particular communities were shaped and cohered through distinct emotional practices in specific spaces of feeling this collection studies the
function of emotions in group formations in britain during a period that has attracted widespread scholarly interest in the creation and meaning of sociabilities in
particular from clubs and societies to families and households essays here examine how emotional practices could sustain particular associations create new social
communities and disrupt the capacity of a specific cohort to operate successfully this timely collection will be essential reading for students and scholars of the
history of emotions

Education and Women in the Early Modern Hispanic World 2016-04-29
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The American Short-horn Herd Book 1913
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Sor Juana In�s de la Cruz (CWS) 2005

mary queen of scots 1542 1587 was active as monarch of scotland for just six years between 1561 and 1567 but her impact as a ruler in scotland is much less
important than her subsequent role in popular culture and imagination her story has enjoyed perpetual retelling and reached a global audience over the past four and a
half centuries this collection surveys the exceptionally varied range of objects literature art and media that have been produced to commemorate mary between her own
time and the present day why is her story so enduring pervasive and of such interest to so many different audiences how have the narratives associated with these objects
evolved in response to shifting cultural attitudes the collection offers a much needed novel perspective on the queen of scots using an approach at the intersection of
early modern gender and cultural history museum and heritage studies and memory studies

Single Lives 2022-05-13
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Latina Magazine 1999
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Harper's Bazaar 1970-07

American Polled Durham Herd Book 1908

The Brown Swiss Bulletin 1930

The Manuscript Inventories and the Catalogs of Manuscripts, Books, and Periodicals: Book catalog, State M-Z.
Corporate subjects and authors 1984

Rumour and Renown 2012-02-02

Spaces for Feeling 2015-03-05
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